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Abstract 
 
 
       Recently producing profit by exchanging currency of 
one country with that of the other has been conducted among 
traders. This activity is called “FX” – the abbreviation of Foreign 
eXchange. The fluctuation of the price of currency is caused by 
the psychology of traders so that it apparently varies at random. 
However, after so many traders take part in FX, the trend of 
currency expectedly shows several patterns and is said to be 
subject to a certain principle which was firstly suggested by 
R.N.Elliott (1871-1948). In our recent research, we have tried to 
construct an algorithm relying on this Elliott wave principle and 
establish an automated transaction of FX by a computer. One of 
the aims of this PC-algorithm is to determine the line graph 
which well-approximates a real currency fluctuation under the 
constraints of the Elliott principle. In this paper, we will survey 
how to construct an algorithm for well-approximating line graph, 
and theoretically discuss the least number of intersection points 
in currency fluctuation and the well-approximating line graph, 
which enhances the validity of the algorithm. 
 
Keywords: FX, well-approximating line graph, scale invariant 
          squared error, constrained optimization, method of 
          penalty function, fastest descent method. 
 
 
 
 
Article 
1. Introduction

 
Today, the FX (initial letters of “Foreign 
eXchange”) is of interest among many finance traders 
                                                          
 
who want to produce profit by making use of 
fluctuations of exchange rate of foreign currencies. A 
normal way of obtaining profit is, for example, buying 
$100 (100 US dollers) for ¥10,000 (10,000 JP yen) at 
one time, and selling the US dollers when $1 = \110: 
the exchange rate of JPY/USD. Then one has 
succeeded in making profit of ¥110×100 – ¥10,000 = 
¥1,000. The fluctuations of exchange rate is described 
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as a randomly bended curve (see Fig.1.1), and so the 
mathematical forecast has been usually accomplished 
by means of stochastic theory. 
 
 
But, in stochastic theory, the observation of 
expectation values among huge number of trials are 
often at the core of the analysis. This means that the 
forecast depending only on the stochastic theory 
sometimes fails, and when one wants to make profit, 
he/she must conduct a large number of transactions.  
 If there is a certain principle or law in the 
complicatedly fluctuated trends of currencies, we may 
produce profit more efficiently and in less number of 
transactions. The Elliott wave principle of our interest 
may fulfill such desire. 
 
1.1. Elliott Wave Principle 
Ralph Nelson Elliott (1871-1948) [1,2], a 
professional accountant, discovered an empirical 
principle hidden in the complicated motion of market 
prices [3]. He proposed that market prices progress in 
specific patterns, which is today called “Elliott 
waves”, or simply “waves”. The trend of currency is 
estimated by a simplified line graph      [4,6], 
where      is a function of graph linearly connecting 
9 points (     )   
              with 
         8 . Of course,  (  )    . If 
     , the line segment described by      for 
     ;       is called “wave-j”, and if        , 
the line segment described by      for      ;   
    is called “wave-A”, “wave-B” and “wave-C” 
respectively (See Fig.1.2). The typical Elliott wave 
consists of these 8 trends described by wave-1 to 
wave-C. The number-indexed waves like wave-1 to 
wave-5 appear in the increasing trend of rate, and the 
letter-indexed waves like wave-A to wave-C appear in 
the decreasing trend of rate. In [4,6], there is no way 
to identify the line graph shown, and the analysis of 
the trend is possibly fallen into subjective one. In this 
paper, we will propose a mathematical construction of 
    , the detail of which will be discussed later.  
 
 
In addition, the characters of a typical Elliott wave 
are presented by the next three patterns (See Fig.1.3). 
These patterns are the mathematical representation of 
the Elliott wave principle [7,8]. 
 
 
(pattern 1 : structure on high and low) The   ’s 
satisfy  
Time 
Rate 
Figure 1.1. Fluctuation of Exchange Rate. 
Time 
Rate 
wave-1 
wave-2 
wave-3 
wave-4 
wave-5 
wave-A 
wave-B 
wave-C 
Figure 1.2. Line Graph 𝝋 𝒕 . 
Time 
Rate 
 𝑎  𝑏   
 𝑎  𝑏   
 𝑎  𝑏   
 𝑎3 𝑏3  
 𝑎4 𝑏4  
 𝑎5 𝑏5  
 𝑎6 𝑏6  
 𝑎7 𝑏7  
 𝑎8 𝑏8  
 𝑎  𝑏   
 𝑎  𝑏   
 𝑎  𝑏   
Figure 1.3.  Characters of Elliott Wave. 
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         ,       ,     3 ,  
    3   4 ,  4   5 ,  5   6 ,  
    6   7 ,  7   8. 
      
.........(1.1.1) 
(pattern 2 : structure on ratio) The relationship of 
wave-1 and wave-2 is  
            .           . (1.1.2) 
 The relationship of wave-1 and wave-3 is  
            .       3    . (1.1.3) 
 The relationship of wave-3 and wave-4 is  
     3       .       3   4. (1.1.4) 
 The relationship of wave-3 and wave-5 is  
     3       .       5   4. (1.1.5) 
 The relationship of wave-A and wave-C is  
     5   6   .       7   8. (1.1.6) 
The detail on the ratio is also written in [7]. 
(pattern 3 : self-similar structure) By observing the 
combination of wave-1 and wave-2 closely, the 
similar but smaller patterns as in pattern1 and pattern2 
are found again. The same is true for the combinations 
of wave-3,4 and wave-B,C. 
 
We are taking the character described in pattern 3 
above so important, because a small Elliott wave 
(called “Elliott sub-wave”, or simply “sub-wave”) 
forecasts the coming of next lager Elliott wave. This 
implies that detecting an Elliott sub-wave informs a 
good opportunity of buying in or selling out foreign 
currencies.  
Since financial market cycles are generated by the 
collective psychology of investors, there are some 
criticism against the Elliott wave principle, insisting 
that group psychology cannot be subject to such 
simple mathematical constraints [1,5]. In this paper, 
however, the validity of the Elliott wave principle 
won’t be discussed. This paper is aiming at two 
targets. One aim is to introduce the idea on how to 
construct the approximating line graph      by 
which a portion of Elliott sub-wave is detected in a 
complicated currency fluctuation. The FX traders who 
apply the Elliott wave principle have so far detected 
the sub-wave, relying on their own eyes and feelings. 
But we want to propose more efficient an objective 
way of detection with PC. The other aim is to provide 
a mathematical property of well-approximation     , 
which is helpful to make sure whether an Elliott 
sub-wave arises and to check the validity of 
PC-algorithm. 
 
1.2. Construction of      
Let us here explain how to construct a line graph 
   ) which is a good approximation of a currency 
fluctuation and will possibly suggest the inception of 
an Elliott sub-wave. Let      be a continuous 
function on R which indicates the currency 
fluctuation. To obtain a good approximation of the 
currency fluctuation with a line graph, roughly 
speaking, the minimal value of the objective function:  
      ⃗  ⃗  
∫               
  
  
∫        
  
  
 (1.2.1) 
is considered, where  ⃗            8   
9  and 
 ⃗            8   
9. SEf ( ⃗  ⃗) plays a role of a 
squared error of the line graph φ(t) from the given 
currency fluctuation f(t). The square integral 
∫        
  
  
 in the devisor of (1.2.1) is taken into 
account for the next two reasons:  
(reason 1) If the objective function was simply given 
by a square integral ∫               
  
  
, the 
minimization might possibly take place when 
    8 , which means that the both ends of the 
interval collapse. To avoid such a collapse of the 
interval, the square integral is divided with 
∫        
  
  
.  
(reason 2 : scale-invariance) In FX transaction, we 
may treat many kinds of currencies, i.e., not only US 
dollar-JP yen (1 USD ≈ 100 JPY) but also Indonesian 
Rupiah-JP yen (1 IDR ≈ 0.01 JPY) etc. The decimal 
order of currency rate largely depends on which 
currencies we will treat. It is mathematically translated 
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as the size of f(t) and φ(t) remarkably depends on 
currencies. On the other hand, the period of our 
observation, i.e., the scale of the time interval [    8] 
which we want to observe may change from time to 
time, and furthermore the unit of time may change at 
each situation, e.g., we may treat minute, hour, day or 
week for time-unit. Since the integration of 
substitution yields  
   
  
 (  ⃗   ⃗)  
∫                
   
   
   
∫          
   
   
 
                 
∫ (         )
 
  
  
  
∫        
  
  
  
                     ( ⃗  ⃗) 
for rescaled functions                and 
               defined on        8  with 
     , the squared error SEf ( ⃗  ⃗) is not affected 
by the scale change. Hence, it may possibly become a 
universal index indicating the accuracy of the 
approximation at any transactions of currencies and 
under time-periods.  
 
1.3.  Constrained Optimization 
We are trying to find  ⃗   9 and  ⃗   9 which 
minimizes SEf (  ⃗  ⃗ ) in (1.2.1), but they are 
constrained in (1.1.1) – (1.1.6). It means to detect a 
portion of Elliott sub-wave in a currency fluctuation 
described by f(t). Thus we have to apply the method of 
constrained optimization. Since the constraints (1.1.3) 
and (1.1.6) in pattern 2 are given by identities, they 
are too strict when the penalty function method [2] is 
applied. Replacing (1.1.3) and (1.1.6) by the 
conditions of inequality, we employ the following 
relaxed constraints:  
(pattern 2’ : relaxed structure on ratio) The 
relationship of wave-1 and wave-2 is  
         .           . (1.3.1) 
 The relationship of wave-1 and wave-3 is  
 .    
 3    
     
  .   . (1.3.2) 
 The relationship of wave-3 and wave-4 is  
  3       .       3   4. (1.3.3) 
 The relationship of wave-3 and wave-5 is  
  3       .       5   4. (1.3.4) 
 The relationship of wave-A and wave-C is  
 .    
 7   8
 5   6
  .   . (1.3.5) 
 In order to minimize SEf (  ⃗  ⃗ ) under the 
constraints (1.1.1) and (1.3.1) – (1.3.5), the penalty 
function method is sometimes applied. Namely we 
consider the modified squared error defined by  
    ( ⃗  ⃗)     ( ⃗  ⃗)
   ( ⃗)  
(1.3.6) 
where     is a constant and the penalty function 
 ( ⃗) is given by  
  ( ⃗)  
 (
     
  
)
:
 
   (
     
  
)
:
 
   (
    3
  
)
:
 
 
  (
 4   3
  
)
:
 
   (
 4   5
  
)
:
 
   (
 6   5
  
)
:
 
 
  (
 6   7
  
)
:
 
   (
 8   7
  
)
:
 
 
  (
       .          
  
)
:
 
 
  (
 .            3    
  
)
:
 
 
       (
 3      .          
  
)
:
 
 
  (
 3   4   .     3     
  
)
:
 
                    
  (
 5   4   .     3     
  
)
:
 
 
  (
 .     5   6   7   8
  
)
:
 
  
       (
 7   8   .     5   6 
  
)
:
 
. 
In the above expression, we defined    :    if 
   , and    :    if    . The exponent   is 
usually taken as 2 or 3. If  ⃗ satisfies the relaxed 
structure of ratio (1.3.1) – (1.3.5), then all the terms in 
the penalty function  ( ⃗) obviously vanishes and 
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hence    ( ⃗  ⃗)     ( ⃗  ⃗) . Also     ( ⃗  ⃗) 
still admits the scale invariance, i.e.,  
     
  
(  ⃗   ⃗)       ( ⃗  ⃗).  
The rough idea of the method of penalty function is 
that, for some large    , the minimizer   ⃗  ⃗  
must satisfy  ( ⃗)    so that   ( ⃗) does not too 
largely affect the minimal value of     ( ⃗  ⃗). This 
means that the minimizers of     ( ⃗  ⃗) lies closely 
to the constraints (1.1.1) and (1.3.1) – (1.3.5).  
 
1.4.  Algorithm for Minimization 
We are going to devise an algorithm to minimize 
    ( ⃗  ⃗) by applying the fastest descent method. 
Note that the gradient:  
       ( ⃗  ⃗) 
                8         8     ( ⃗  ⃗)  
is directed in such a way that     ( ⃗  ⃗) increases. 
Then the recursive relation:  
  
  :     
      
       ( ⃗
     ⃗   )
|     ( ⃗     ⃗   )|
  
  
  :     
      
       ( ⃗
     ⃗   )
|     ( ⃗     ⃗   )|
 
for          , provides a minimizing sequence of 
    ( ⃗  ⃗), where the coefficient     denotes a 
step length from   ⃗     ⃗     to   ⃗  :    ⃗  :    and 
  ⃗       
      
       8
     ,  
         ⃗       
      
       8
     . 
Quitting the iterative scheme at somewhat large   , 
we are allowed to regard   ⃗  
    ⃗  
    as a 
minimizer of     ( ⃗  ⃗)  and we are able to 
construct a      by linearly connecting the 9 points 
   
       
      (            ). After that, we will 
evaluate     ( ⃗  
    ⃗  
  ) . If     ( ⃗  
    ⃗  
  ) 
is smaller than a certain threshold determined by 
investigating past data of currency trends, then we can 
decide whether an Elliot sub-wave is now taking place 
or not. If an Elliott sub-wave progresses, the coming 
of next large Elliott wave is expected due to pattern 3. 
 
2. Mathematical Theorem 
In this chapter, we will prove a geometrical theorem 
concerning the property of the well-approximation 
    . This mathematical assertion is useful every time 
we check the validity of the result from a 
PC-algorithm.  
 
2.1.  Definition of Feasible Set & Theorem 
  A line graph      generated by a pair of  ⃗ and  ⃗ 
which satisfies pattern 1 (1.1.1) and pattern 2’ (1.3.1) 
– (1.3.5) is an ideal minimizer of     ( ⃗  ⃗) since it 
suggests the presence of an Elliott sub-wave. So we 
want to give a special name to a family of such  ⃗,  ⃗.  
 
Definition 2.1.1 (the Feasible Set) 
We define the feasible set as  
            8       8   
9   9     
               8,  
               8  satisfy pattern 1 (1.1.1) and 
pattern 2’(1.3.1) – (1.3.5).  . 
 
The feasible set indicates that the line graph      
generated by ( ⃗  ⃗)     satisfies the constraints of 
Elliott wave principle. Note that the    is an open 
subset of  9   9 . The compliment of   , i.e., 
 9   9     is called “the forbidden set”.  
 In this paper, we want to discuss some mathematical 
properties of the minimizer      generated by 
( ⃗  ⃗)    , because they are very crucial when we 
decide whether a result of PC-algorithm is valid or 
not. What we are curious about is the least number of 
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the intersection points in the graphs of      and 
    . 
 
Theorem 2.1.2  
Let f(t) be a continuous function on R and take 
positive values. Furthermore let   ⃗  ⃗     and let 
     (generated by   ⃗  ⃗ ) minimize     ( ⃗  ⃗) 
(or    ( ⃗  ⃗)). Then the graphs of f(t) and      
admit at least 8 points of intersection in the strip 
region       8. 
 
 
 
2.2.  Proof of Theorem 2.1.2 
  Let      be a continuous function defined on the 
closed interval       8 , the graph of which linearly 
connects the 9 points           
  (         ) 
for arbitrarily given     . If   ⃗  ⃗   
9   9 
belong to the feasible set and the function      
generated by   ⃗  ⃗  admits a minimal value of 
    ( ⃗  ⃗) (or    ( ⃗  ⃗)), then, for any real 
number   with     sufficiently small,   ⃗  ⃗    ⃗  
still belongs to the feasible set, where  ⃗      
      8 . Furthermore, since    ( ⃗  ⃗)  is 
assumed to be minimal at present, it follows that  
   ( ⃗  ⃗)     ( ⃗  ⃗    ⃗) (2.2.1) 
holds, where the function            is included 
in the integrand of    ( ⃗  ⃗    ⃗). By (2.2.1), we 
see that  
; ∫      ;           
  
  
∫        
  
  
              
   
  : 
   ( ⃗  ⃗    ⃗)     ( ⃗  ⃗)
 
   
and  
  ∫                  
  
  
∫        
  
  
              
   
  ; 
   ( ⃗  ⃗    ⃗)     ( ⃗  ⃗)
 
  . 
From these two estimates, it follows that  
   ∫                  
  
  
  . (2.2.2) 
The integral identity (2.2.2) will play an important 
role to determine the least number of zeros of 
          later.  
  The next lemma is the key to complete the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.2.  
 
Lemma 2.2.1 
  Let k denote any natural numbers. Assume that an 
interval          is separated by k sub-intervals, and 
its partition points are             ; . Let 
     be a continuous function on R and possess at 
most     zeros in the interval         . Then 
there exists a continuous function     on          
which satisfies the following two properties:  
(1) The graph of      linearly connects the points 
          
  (             ) and         
   for properly determined   ’s.  
(2) ∫             
  
  
.  
 
Proof. It suffices to consider only the case in which all 
the zeros of      are transverse, i.e., the sign of      
alters before and after each zero – if some zeros of 
     are tangential, they are able to be out of our 
consideration in this proof. We shall apply the 
mathematical induction.  
(i) The case k = 1. Nothe that there is no zero in the 
open interval         . Without loss of 
𝑡 
𝑓 𝑡  
𝜑 𝑡  
 
𝑎  𝑎 𝑎  𝑎3𝑎4   𝑎5    𝑎6   𝑎7   𝑎8 
… an intersection point 
Figure 2.1 Sketch of Theorem 2.1.2. 
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generality, we can assume that       . Then it 
is easy to see that a linear function           
provides ∫             
  
  
 (See Fig.2.2 (a)). 
 
 
(ii) The case    . We assume that the results in 
Lemma 2.1 hold. Under this assumption, we are 
going to consider the case      . If there 
exist some zeros of      in the rightmost 
sub-interval        :  , then at most     
zeros are in the sub-interval          . By the 
assumption of the induction, we obtain the desired 
function      on          first, and extend it on 
       :   by       . 
Thus it suffices to consider the case        on 
       :  . If      possesses more than one zero 
in    ;      , the assumption of the induction 
still guarantees the presence of the desired     . 
On the other hand, if      possesses no zero in 
   ;       or one zero at   ; , then the desired 
     is obtained by linearly connecting 3 points 
   ;     ,         and    :       
  on 
   ;      , and        otherwise (See 
Fig.2.2(b)). Therefore the remained case is that 
     possesses only one zero in the sub-interval 
   ;      ;      possesses at most     zeros 
in        ;  . 
If      possesses more than one zero in 
   ;     ;  , the assumption of the induction 
guarantees the presence of the desired     . If 
     possesses no zero in    ;     ;   or one 
zero at   ; , then the desired      is obtained by 
linearly connecting 4 points    ;     , 
   ;     ;  ,          and    :       
 on 
   ;       where   ;  and    are chosen so 
that the graph of      passes the zero in the 
sub-interval    ;      , and        
otherwise; the graph of      partly forms a zigzag 
shape (See Fig.2.2(c)). Therefore the remained 
case is that      still possesses only one zero in 
the sub-interval    ;     ;  ;      possesses at 
most     zeros in        ;  .  
By repeating the same argument, the finally 
remained case is that      admits zeros at each 
sub-interval    ;       (          ) one by 
one. In this final case, a zigzag graph of      with 
    :     gives the result (See Fig.2.2(d)).           
  
  Now we continue the proof of Theorem 2.1.2.  
Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. The interval       8  is 
separated by 8 sub-intervals    ;       (   
       ). If           admits at most 7 zeros, 
then either       4  or   4   8  contains at most 3 
zeros. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
the interval       4  contains at most 3 zeros. By 
Lemma 2.1 with                and k = 4, there 
exists a continuous function      on       4  
satisfying Lemma 2.2.1 (1). Extend it on   4   8  
by       . Then we have  
      ∫                  
  
  
  ,  
𝑎  𝑎  
𝑎 :  𝑎  𝑎 ;  
𝑡 
𝑡 
𝑎  𝑡 
𝑎 :  𝑎 ;  𝑎 ;  
𝑎 :  𝑎  𝑎  
𝑎  𝑎 ;  𝑡 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
Figure 2.2. Graph of 𝝌 𝒕 . 
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which contradicts to (2.2.2). As a result,           
must admit at least 8 zeroes.     
 
2.3.  Suggestion 
  After making a PC work, the resulting graph of 
     sometimes possesses less than 8 points of 
intersection with the graph of     . In that case, the 
minimization of     ( ⃗  ⃗) is possibly attained in 
the forbidden set – the penalty function  ( ⃗) must 
be positive. If not, something may be wrong with the 
algorithm.  
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